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Backgrund. Internet based drug dealing is 
changing
Social media drug dealing makes drugs potentially available to large groups 
of earlier un-disposed young people. 

Furthermore, a wide palette of available drugs may tempt users to expand 
use from one to more types of drugs, as has been seen on the cryptomarkets 
(Barratt, Lenton, Maddox, & Allen, 2016). 

In a previous studies Demant & Bakken showed how social media digital drug 
markets function, and revealed relatively few barriers in finding drug related 
content in Sweden, Iceland and Denmark (Demant et al. 2019). Similar 
findings exist for Australia (Moyle)

These markets are open markets with multiple adds on the platforms for the 
buyers to choose from. Few restrictions and competences needed in terms 
of access
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Backgrund. Internet based drug dealing is 
changing
• Since the first documentations of app based and social media based 

drug dealing in 2018 there has been a rising debate in media and in 
prevention and law enforcement on these activities. This has 
provided stricter platform moderation and policing initiatives. 

• We expect that this has sparked a displacement and/or 
transformation in the market. Hence increased moderation might 
have reversed the move to open social media, making drug markets 
reliant on one-to-one contact and more limited to the buyers’ 
network. 



Aim

• Based on a netnography this paper seeks to explain accessibility of 
drugs in these social media markets, specifically in order to 
understand the role of (existing networks and) platform affordances.

• Platforms: Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, SnapChat and Reddit

• Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Germany

• Small scale study conducted with funding from EMCDDA

Contract number: CT.22.SAS.0017.1. 



Theory

• Affordances: A concept that helps to understand and explain how the 
platforms themselves have an impact on the social behavior on these 
(in this case the drug dealing). (Evans 2017)

• Platform affordances is used to describe and interpret how the 
platform enables and constrains certain behavior. 

• Affordances have been widely used in human-computer interaction 
and communication research to describe differences in 
communication due to platform



• Affordances can be understood narrowly as the perceived possible actions 
afforded by an object´s materiality (Gibson 1979). 

• Affordances are not features of the object nor outcomes of its use, but 
possibilities defined between the material and the user (Evans et al. 2017). 

• While an affordance invites some behaviors, it does not determine specific 
consequences: platform design, restricting and promoting certain kind of 
action might in combination with the subjects agency spur or make more 
likely certain uses and outcomes (Evans et al. 2017). 

• We examine the platforms affordances as expressed in the following 
features: recordability, anonymity, persistence of information and visibility 
of information. 



Online ethnography

• This method provides an ability to record and describe the markets: Online 
ethnography treats online spaces as data fields. These fields’ available content, 
interfaces, affordances and local online culture all provide certain possibilities for 
use. Netnography (Kozinets 2019).

• Relevant for this study is the deep immersive ethnography into social media drug 
markets which generates qualitative data on what barriers protect a given user 
from being exposed to drug related content. 

• The researcher makes “the journey on the platform” to find drug markets 
investigating and recording relevant data traces on how the platform helped or 
hindered them. These recorded data traces, as well as interpretations on the 
technical affordances are considered the data output.

• A detailed immersion journal is kept while investigating these online spaces, 
noting attempts, failures, successes, and more interpretive comments from the 
researcher. 



Methods

Multiple profiles were produced for the study. These profiles were as 
anonymous/ized as possible within the specific social medias, giving only the 
necessary information (that is, anonymous profile picture, a common name 
and location within the nationality of the data collection). 

The profiles do not provide any information on the study, they can be 
described as covert. However, it is important to stress that they must be 
highly neutral exactly to access the social media sites without a prior search 
history, friend network etc.

For each platform examined in the study two profiles were created. When 
asked by the platform one was set as male and the other as female. The age 
was held at 22 years for both and geographic location was set to Denmark. 

Eventually we created two more profiles for snapchat stationed in Germany.



Immersion Journal: 
Allowing the profiles to take life



TikTok and Facebook





Snapchat



Snapchat storries



Sweden and Germany

• Many profiles partially or solely sold alcohol especially in Sweden, where 
alcohol over a certain percentage has to be bought in designated shops. 
Hence there was a market for brought out alcohol that is not supported in 
Denmark. Nitrox oxide and amphetamines where also more advertised 
than in the Danish marked . However, cocaine and cannabis were also the 
most commonly advertised products in the Norwegian and Swedish 
markets we gained access to.

• The same searches were replicated in Germany with no results. Suspecting 
that our account was region locked due to the Danish phone number we 
used to register the account, we registered a new account with a German 
phone number, which also returned with no identified drug sellers.



Drift potential – earning money of snapchat



Reddit



Post advertising other subreddits



Discussion and limitations

• Differentiation between platforms can very much be described in 
relation to affordances

• Differentiations between countries:
• 1) may to some degree also be described via affordance as languages are 

moderated in accordance to the local team and its efforts. 

• 2) Depends on user preferences between platforms

•



Conclusion

• Low or no moderation combined with the promised anonymity of 
Snapchat, the temporal nature of messages and the easily searchable 
usernames makes the platform ideal for illicit use.

• On a more general level we find that the Social media drug markets 
have changed. The former markets, that consisted of more stable 
platform type of dealing (larger open groups) is still evident to some 
degree. The subreddits in Denmark confirms that. 

• However, the hypothesis “that we would se a major change” did not 
appear


